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Parent Council 

Agenda and Minutes 

WB, 27th June 2018 

Present: Warrick Barton (Head), Tracey King (Kingfisher), Karen Mitchell (Otter),  

Apologies: Jo Barnes (parent governor), Sally Jenkins (Dragonfly) 

Item Topic Discussion Actions 

1 Sing As One 
Some parents felt that it would have been nice if they could have 
gone along to watch the Sing As One performance that Dragonfly 
class participated in at Saltford School 

WB explained that the event included a number 
of schools and that Saltford would not be able to 

accommodate all the parents from all the 
schools who might want to attend.  A note has 
been put in the school diary to explain this to 
parents next year in advance.  A video of the 

performance is on the Dragonfly webpage. 

2 
After School 

Clubs 

Some parents have asked whether we could run an after school 
club that is the same each day, to a (later) set time, similar to the 
breakfast club that we run.  This would be instead of the 
individual clubs that we run. 

WB said that this has been considered in the 
past and is regularly reviewed.  To date, the 

weight of opinion of school staff has been that 
the benefits of offering a wide range of different 

types of activity have outweighed the 
convenience of straightforward childcare.  

However, there will be a parent survey for the 
end of the year and a question on this will be 

included so as to gauge parent opinion.  

3 
Late collection 

of pupils 

WB informed the council that in the autumn the school will 
introduce charges for the childcare it provides when parents are 
late to pick up their children.  The school does recognise that 
exceptional circumstances do arise and will take account of this, 

Details of the policy will be sent to all 
parents in the autumn. 
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Item Topic Discussion Actions 
but the policy is intended to deter parents from repeatedly 
picking their children up late. 

4 
PTA 

membership 

WB raised the fact that Lisa Cains will be stepping down shortly 
as Chair of the PTA and that a replacement is yet to be found.  
The council members said that replacing committee members is 
periodically difficult but that parents of younger children often 
do step in.  They agreed that advertising the benefits that the 
PTA bring to the school and including this in a flyer to parents 
could help to bring people forward to help the committee and 
for someone to take over as Chair. 

WB will liaise with the PTA in 
producing an advert to generate 
interest in supporting it, including 
stating what it is the PTA do for the 
school. 

5 
School Uniform 

from Tesco 

KM raised that she had heard parents can now purchase 
Pensford uniform from Tesco as well as School Trends.  WB 
confirmed that this is true and is a recent development that was 
confirmed just in time for the New Reception Parents’ Evening.  
There has not yet been a opportunity to put this in the 
newsletter 

This information will be set out in this 
week’s newsletter so that all parents 
are aware of the cheaper prices and 
other benefits of buying the uniform 
from Tesco. 

 

Date of next meeting: Friday, 21st September 2018 @ 9:00am 

 


